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We explain a fundamental additivity theorem for Euler characteristics and gen-
eralized trace maps in triangulated categories. The proof depends on a refined
axiomatization of symmetric monoidal categories with a compatible triangulation.
The refinement consists of several new axioms relating products and distinguished
triangles. The axioms hold in the examples and shed light on generalized homology
and cohomology theories. © 2001 Academic Press
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Let C be a closed symmetric monoidal category with a compatible
triangulation. We shall give a precise definition that explains what we mean
by this in Section 4. We write S for the unit object of C, N for the product,
F for the internal hom functor, and DX=F(X, S) for the dual object of
X. The reader so inclined should read é for N and Hom for F. For any
object X, we have an evaluation map e: DXNX0X. As recalled in [11,
Sect. 2], when X is dualizable we also have a coevaluation map g: S0
XNDX. The Euler characteristic q(X) is then the composite
S|Qg XNDX|Qc DXNX|Qe S,
where c is the commutativity isomorphism. We shall prove the following
theorem.
Theorem 0.1. Assume given a distinguished triangle
X|Qf Y|Qg Z|Qh SX.(0.2)
If X, Y, and therefore Z are dualizable, then q(Y)=q(X)+q(Z).
Some of the significance of this basic result is discussed in [11]. In fact,
we shall prove a more general additivity theorem of the same nature. We
discuss generalized trace maps and state the generalization in Section 1.
Philosophically, we view our additivity ‘‘theorems’’ as basic results that
must hold in any closed symmetric monoidal category with a ‘‘compatible’’
triangulation. That is, our aim is less to prove the theorems than to explain
the proper meaning of the word ‘‘compatible.’’
In Sections 2 and 3, we define triangulated categories and briefly discuss
homotopy pushouts and pullbacks in such categories. We make heavy use
of Verdier’s axiom in our work, and we take the opportunity to show that
the axiom in the definition of a triangulated category that is usually
regarded as the most substantive one is in fact redundant: it is implied by
Verdier’s axiom and the remaining, less substantial, axioms. Strangely,
since triangulated categories have been in common use for over 30 years,
this observation seems to be new.
We explain our new axioms for the definition of a compatible triangula-
tion on a symmetric monoidal category and show how they imply Theorem
0.1 in Section 4. The new axioms relate the product N and duality to
distinguished triangles. The need for the new axioms is not so strange, since
the first published formulation of compatibility conditions that I know of is
only a few years old [6] and the new axioms are considerably less trans-
parent than the others in this theory.
The axioms are folklore results in the stable homotopy category. They
can also be verified in the usual derived categories in algebraic geometry
and homological algebra and in the Morel–Voevodsky A1-stable homotopy
categories. We shall explain both intuitively and model theoretically what is
involved in the verifications in Sections 5–7. The model theoretical material
in those sections is the technical heart of the paper. A disclaimer may be in
order. In view of what is involved in the verification of the axioms, they are
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unlikely to be satisfied except in triangulated categories that arise as the
homotopy categories of suitable model categories. Nevertheless, we shall
see that, despite their complicated formulations, the axioms record infor-
mation that is intuitively transparent. We show how to prove the general-
ization Theorem 1.9 of Theorem 0.1 in Section 8.
The axioms give information that has been used in stable homotopy
theory for decades. Adams’ 1971 Chicago lectures [1, III, Sect. 9] gave a
systematic account of products in homology and cohomology theories that
implicitly used one version of these axioms, and I first formulated some of
the axioms in forms similar to those given here in unpublished notes written
soon after. In Section 9, I will briefly indicate the role the axioms play in
generalized homology and cohomology theories. The discussion applies to
any symmetric monoidal category with a compatible triangulation.
One moral of this paper is that the types of structured categories we
consider are still not well understood, despite their ubiquitous appearance
in algebraic topology, homological algebra, and algebraic geometry. We
will leave several problems about them unresolved.
1. GENERALIZED TRACE MAPS
We recall the following definition from [8, III.7.1]. We do not need the
triangulation of C here, just the closed symmetric monoidal structure.
Definition 1.1. Let X be a dualizable object of C with a self-map
f: X0X. Let C be any object of C and suppose given a map D=
DX: X0XNC. Define the trace of f with respect to D, denoted y(f), to
be the composite
S|Qg XNDX|Qc DXNXŁidNf DXNXŁidND DXNXNCŁeN id SNC 5 C.
Since (fN id) p g=(idNDf) p g and e p (idNf)=e p (DfN id), easy dia-
gram chases show that the same map y(f) is obtained if we insert any of
the following four composites between c p g and eN id:
DXNX|Ł|idNf
DfN id
DXNXŁidND DXNXNC
DXNX ŁidND DXNXNC||Ł||idNfN id
DfN idN id
DXNXNC.
If C=S and D is the unit isomorphism X 5XNS, then y(f) is denoted
q(f) and is called the trace or Lefschetz constant of f. The trace of the
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identity map is the Euler characteristic of X. If C=X, then D is thought of
as a diagonal map and y(id): S0X is called the transfer map of X with
respect to D.
The definition includes a variety of familiar maps in algebra, algebraic
geometry, and algebraic topology. If C is the category of vector spaces over
a field and X is a finite dimensional vector space, then q(f) is just the
classical trace of the linear transformation f. If X is graded, then q(X) is
just the classical Euler characteristic. The classical (reduced) Euler charac-
teristics and Lefschetz numbers in algebraic topology are also special cases.
The essential point in the verification of assertions such as these is the
additivity theorem that we prove in this paper.
In the most interesting situations, C is a comonoid (or coalgebra) with
coproduct D: C0 CNC and counit t: C0 S and D: X0XNC is a
coaction of C on X, meaning that the following diagrams commute:
X||ŁD XNC
D‡ ‡idND
XNCŁ
DN id XNCNC
and
X
D‡
XNCŁ
idNt X.
The second diagram implies the commutativity of the diagram
which is familiar and important in a variety of contexts. We recall the
following further formal properties of generalized trace maps from [8, III,
Sect. 7]. The proofs are easy diagram chases, some of which use the alter-
native descriptions of y(f) given in Definition 1.1. Assume that X and Y
are dualizable.
Lemma 1.2 (Unit Property). For any map f: S0 S, q(f)=f.
Lemma 1.3 (Fixed Point Property). If h: C0 C is a map such that the
following diagram commutes, then h p y(f)=y(f):
XŁD XNC
f‡ ‡fNh
XŁ
D
XNC.
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For example, when C=X and D is a diagonal of the usual sort, we have
(fNf) p D=D p f and can take h=f. This property is closely related to
the Lefschetz fixed point theorem.
Lemma 1.4 (Invariance under Retraction). Let i: X0 Y and r: Y0X
be a retraction, r p i=id. Let DX: X0XNC, DY: Y0 YND, and h: C0 D
be maps such that the following diagram commutes:
XŁDX XNC
i‡ ‡iNh
Y Ł
DY
YND.
Then h p y(f)=y(i p f p r) for any map f: X0X.
For example, we can take C=D and DY=(iN id) p DX p r. When i is an
isomorphism with inverse r, this gives invariance under isomorphism.
Duality and traces are natural with respect to (lax) symmetric monoidal
functors, by [8, III.1.9, III.7.7].
Proposition 1.5. Let F: C0D be a symmetric monoidal functor such
that the unit map l: T0 FS is an isomorphism, where T is the unit object of
D. Let X be a dualizable object of C such that the product map
f: FXNFD(X)0 F(XNDX)
is an isomorphism. Then FX is dualizable in D, the natural map FDX0
DFX is an isomorphism, and
f: FXNFZ0 F(XNZ)
is an isomorphism for every object Z of C. Given DX: X0XNC, define
DFX=f−1 p FDX: FX0 FXNFC. Then, regarding l as an identification,
y(Ff)=Fy(f): T0 FC for any map f: X0X.
Returning to the algebraic properties of trace maps, we first record their
behavior with respect to N -products, coproducts, and suspension, and then
formulate our additivity theorem.
Lemma 1.6 (Commutation with N -Products). Given maps DX: X0
XNC and DY: Y0 YND, define
DXNY=(idN cN id) p (DX NDY): XNY0 (XNC)N (YND)
0 (XNY)N (CND).
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Then y(fNg)=y(f)Ny(g): S0 CND for any f: X0X and g: Y0 Y.
Now assume that C is additive with coproduct K ; it follows that N is
bilinear.
Lemma 1.7 (Commutation with Sums). Given maps DX: X0XNC and
DY: Y0 YNC, define
DXKY=DX KDY: XKY0 (XNC)K (YNC) 5 (XKY)NC.
Then y(h)=y(f)+y(g): S0 C for any map h: XKY0XKY, where
f: X0X and g: Y0 Y are obtained from h by restriction and retraction.
That is, as one would expect of a trace, the cross terms X0 Y and
Y0X of h make no contribution. Now assume our original hypothesis
that C has a triangulation compatible with its symmetric monoidal struc-
ture. A diagram chase from (TC1) of Definition 4.1 gives the following
generalization of [11, 4.7].
Lemma 1.8 (Anticommutation with Suspension). Given DX: X0XNC,
define DSX: SX0 (SX)NC by suspending DX and using the canonical
isomorphism S(XNC) 5 (SX)NC. Then y(Sf)=−y(f) for any map
f: X0X.
The following result is our generalization of Theorem 0.1. For reasons
that will become clear in Section 8, we now assume that C is the homotopy
category of a closed symmetric monoidal model category B that satisfies
the usual properties that lead to a triangulation on C that is compatible
with its smash product. These properties are made precise at the start of
Sections 5 and 6.
Theorem 1.9 (Additivity on Distinguished Triangles). Let X, Y, and
therefore Z be dualizable in the distinguished triangle (0.2). Assume given
maps f: X0X and k: Y0 Y and maps DX: X0XNC and DY: Y0
YNC such that the left squares commute in the following two diagrams:
XŁf YŁg ZŁh S X
f‡ ‡k ‡w ‡Sf
XŁ
f
YŁg ZŁh SX
X |Łf Y |Łg Z ||Łh S X
DX‡ ‡DY ‡DZ ‡SDX
XNC Ł
fN id YNC ŁgN id ZNC ŁhN id S(XNC).
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Then there are maps w: Z0 Z and DZ: Z0 ZNC such that these diagrams
commute and the additivity relation y(k)=y(w)+y(f) holds.
A result like this was first formulated in [8, III.7.6], in the context of
equivariant stable homotopy theory. It has important calculational conse-
quences in that subject, and it should be of comparable significance in
other areas.
Remark 1.10. I do not know whether or not the conclusion holds for
every choice of w and DZ that make the displayed diagrams commute, but I
would expect not. This was claimed to hold in [8, III.7.6], but even in that
special context the proof is incomplete. The question is related to Neeman’s
work in [12], where it is emphasized that some fill-ins in diagrams such as
these are better than others. The theorem has a slight caveat in the gener-
ality of traces, as opposed to Lefschetz constants; see Remark 8.3.
2. TRIANGULATED CATEGORIES
We recall the definition of a triangulated category from [17]; see also
[2, 6, 10]. Actually, one of the axioms in all of these treatments is redun-
dant, namely the one used to construct the maps w and D on Z in the
additivity theorem just stated. The most fundamental axiom is called
Verdier’s axiom, or the octahedral axiom after one of its possible dia-
grammatic shapes. However, the shape that I find most convenient, a
braid, does not appear in the literature of triangulated categories. It does
appear in Adams [1, p. 212], who used the term ‘‘sine wave diagram’’ for
it. We call a diagram (0.2) a ‘‘triangle’’ and use the notation (f, g, h) for it.
Definition 2.1. A triangulation on an additive category C is an addi-
tive self-equivalence S: C0 C together with a collection of triangles, called
the distinguished triangles, such that the following axioms hold.
Axiom (T1). Let X be any object and f: X0 Y be any map in C.
(a) The triangle X|Qid X0 f0 SX is distinguished.
(b) The map f: X0 Y is part of a distinguished triangle (f, g, h).
(c) Any triangle isomorphic to a distinguished triangle is distinguished.
Axiom (T2). If (f, g, h) is distinguished, then so is (g, h, −Sf).
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Axiom (T3) (Verdier’s Axiom). Consider the following diagram.
Assume that h=g p f, jœ=SfŒ p gœ, and (f, fŒ, fœ) and (g, gŒ, gœ) are
distinguished. If hŒ and hœ are given such that (h, hŒ, hœ) is distinguished,
then there are maps j and jŒ such that the diagram commutes and (j, jŒ, jœ)
is distinguished. We call the diagram a braid of distinguished triangles
generated by h=g p f or a braid cogenerated by jœ=SfŒ p gœ.
We have labeled our axioms (T?), and we will compare them with
Verdier’s original axioms (TR?). Our (T1) is Verdier’s (TR1) [17], our (T2)
is a weak form of Verdier’s (TR2), and our (T3) is Verdier’s (TR4). We
have omitted Verdier’s (TR3), since it is exactly the conclusion of the
following result.
Lemma 2.2 (TR3). If the rows are distinguished and the left square
commutes in the following diagram, then there is a map k that makes the
remaining squares commute.
XŁf Y Łg Z Łh SX
i‡ ‡j ˆk ‡Si
XŒŁfŒ YŒŁgŒ ZŒŁhŒ S XŒ
Proof. This is part of the 3×3 lemma, which we state and prove below.
The point is that the construction of the commutative diagram in that
proof requires only (T1), (T2), and (T3), not the conclusion of the present
lemma; compare [2, 1.1.11]. L
Verdier’s (TR2) includes the converse, (T2Œ) say, of (T2). That too is a
consequence of our (T1), (T2), and (T3). A standard argument using only
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(T1), (T2), (TR3), and the fact that S is an equivalence of categories shows
that, for any object A, a distinguished triangle (f, g, h) induces a long
exact sequence upon application of the functor C(A, −). Here we do not
need the converse of (T2) because we are free to replace A by S−1A. In
turn, by the five lemma and the Yoneda lemma, this implies the following
addendum to the previous lemma.
Lemma 2.3. If i and j in (TR3) are isomorphisms, then so is k.
Lemma 2.4 (T2Œ). If (g, h, −Sf) is distinguished, then so is (f, g, h).
Proof. Choose a distinguished triangle X|Qf Y|QgŒ ZŒ|QhŒ SX. By
(T2), the triangles (−Sf, −SgŒ, −ShŒ) and (−Sf, −Sg, −Sh) are distin-
guished. By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, they are isomorphic. By desuspension,
(f, g, h) is isomorphic to (fŒ, gŒ, hŒ). By (T1), it is distinguished. L
Similarly, we can derive the converse version, (T3Œ) say, of Verdier’s
axiom (T3).
Lemma 2.5 (T3Œ). In the diagram of (T3), if j and jŒ are given such that
(j, jŒ, jœ) is distinguished, then there are maps hŒ and hœ such that the diagram
commutes and (h, hŒ, hœ) is distinguished.
Proof. Desuspend a braid of distinguished triangles generated by
jœ=SfŒ p gœ. L
Lemma 2.6 (The 3×3 Lemma). Assume that j p f=fŒ p i and the two
top rows and two left columns are distinguished in the following diagram.
X Łf Y Łg Z Łh SX
i‡ ‡j ˆk ‡Si
XŒ ŁfŒ YŒ ŁgŒ ZŒŁhŒ SXŒ
iŒ‡ ‡jŒ ˆkŒ ‡SiŒ
Xœ ‹fœ Yœ ‹gœ Zœ‹hœ SXœ
iœ‡ ‡jœ ˆkœ ‡−Siœ
SXŁ
Sf
SYŁ
Sg
SZŁ
−Sh
S2X
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Then there is an object Zœ and there are dotted arrow maps fœ, gœ, hœ, k, kŒ,
kœ such that the diagram is commutative except for its bottom right square,
which commutes up to the sign −1, and all four rows and columns are
distinguished.
Proof. The bottom row is isomorphic to the triangle (−Sf, −Sg,
−Sh) and is thus distinguished by (T2); similarly the right column is
distinguished. Applying (T1), we construct a distinguished triangle
XŁj p f YŒ|Qp V|Qq SX.
Applying (T3), we obtain braids of distinguished triangles generated by
j p f and fŒ p i. These give distinguished triangles
Z|Qs V|Qt Yœ|ŁSg p jœ SZ
Xœ|QsŒ V|QtŒ ZŒ|ŁSiŒ p hŒ SXœ
such that
p p j=s p g, t p p=jŒ, q p s=h, jœ p t=Sf p q
p p fŒ=sŒ p iŒ, tŒ p p=gŒ, q p sŒ=iœ, hŒ p tŒ=Si p q.
Define k=tŒ p s: Z0 ZŒ. Then k p g=gŒ p j and hŒ p k=Si p h, which
already completes the promised proof of Lemma 2.2. Define fœ=t p sŒ and
apply (T1) to construct a distinguished triangle
Xœ|Qfœ Yœ|Qgœ Zœ|Qhœ SXœ.
Applying (T3), we obtain a braid of distinguished triangles generated by
fœ=t p sŒ. Here we start with the distinguished triangles (sŒ, tŒ, SiŒ p hŒ)
and (t, Sg p jœ, −Ss), where the second is obtained by use of (T2). This
gives a distinguished triangle
ZŒ|QkŒ Zœ|Qkœ VŁ−Sk SZŒ
such that the squares left of and above the bottom right square commute
and
gœ p t=kŒ p tŒ and −Ss p kœ=SsŒ p hœ.
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The commutativity (and anti-commutativity of the bottom right square) of
the diagram follow immediately. It also follows immediately that (fœ, gœ,
hœ) and (kŒ, kœ, −Sk) are distinguished. Lemma 2.4 implies that (k, kŒ, kœ)
is distinguished. L
Remark 2.7. Conversely, Verdier’s axiom is implied by (T1), (T2), and
the 3×3 lemma. To see this, apply the 3×3 lemma starting with the top
left square
X|Łh=g p f Z
f‡ ˙
Y |Łg Z.
3. WEAK PUSHOUTS AND WEAK PULLBACKS
In any category, weak limits and weak colimits satisfy the existence but
not necessarily the uniqueness in the defining universal properties. They
need not be unique and need not exist. When constructed in particularly
sensible ways, they are called homotopy limits and colimits and are often
unique up to non-canonical isomorphism. As we recall here, there are such
homotopy pushouts and pullbacks in triangulated categories. Homotopy
colimits and limits of sequences of maps in triangulated categories are
studied in [3, 13], but a complete theory of homotopy limits and colimits
in triangulated categories is not yet available. The material in this section is
meant to clarify ideas and will not be used in the proofs of the additivity
theorems. However, it seems to me that there should be better proofs that
do make use of this material, although I have not been able to find them.
Definition 3.1. A homotopy pushout of maps f: X0 Y and g: X0 Z
is a distinguished triangle
X|Ł(f, −g) YKZŁ(j, k) W|Qi SX.
A homotopy pullback of maps j: Y0W and k: Z0W is a distinguished
triangle
S−1W|Ł−S −1i X|Ł(f, g) YKZ|Ł(j, −k) W.
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The sign is conventional and ensures that in the isomorphism of extended
triangles
S−1W|Ł−S −1i X |Ł(f, −g) YKZ |Ł(j, k) WŁi SX
˙ ˙ ‡(id, −id) ˙ ˙
S−1W|Ł−S −1i X |Ł(f, g) YKZ |Ł(j, −k) WŁi SX,
the top row displays a homotopy pushout if and only if the bottom row
displays a homotopy pullback.
At this point we introduce a generalization of the distinguished triangles.
Definition 3.2. A triangle (f, g, h) is exact if it induces long exact
sequences upon application of the functors C(−, W) and C(W, −) for
every objectW of C.
The following is a standard result in the theory of triangulated categories
[17].
Lemma 3.3. Every distinguished triangle is exact.
If (f, g, h) is distinguished, then (f, g, −h) is exact but generally not
distinguished. These exact triangles (f, g, −h) give a second triangulation
of C, which we call the negative of the original triangulation.
Problem 3.4. The relationship between distinguished and exact triangles
has not been adequately explored in the literature. Can a triangulated
category C admit a triangulation with a given functor S that differs from
both the original triangulation and its negative? Consideration of auto-
morphisms of objects shows that there usually are exact triangles in C that
are in neither the original triangulation nor its negative. Nevertheless, it
seems possible that the answer is no.
The fact that the triangles in Definition 3.1 give rise to weak pushouts and
weak pullbacks depends only on the fact that they are exact, not on the
assumption that they are distinguished.Thismotivates the following definition.
Definition 3.5. For exact triangles of the form displayed in Definition
3.1, we say that the following commutative diagram, which displays both a
weak pushout and a weak pullback, is a pushpull square.
X Łg Z
f‡ ‡k
Y Ł
j
W
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Lemma 3.6. The central squares in any braid of distinguished triangles
generated by h=g p f are pushpull squares. More precisely, with the nota-
tions of (T3), the following triangles are exact.
Y|Ł(fŒ, g) UKZ|Ł(j, hŒ) V|Ł−gœ p jŒ SY
Y|Łj p fŒ V|Ł(jŒ, hœ) WKSX||Ł(gœ, −Sf) SY.
Proof. Although rather lengthy, this is an elementary diagram chase. L
Remark 3.7. We would like to conclude that the triangles displayed in
the lemma are distinguished and not just exact. Examples in [12] imply
that this is not true for all choices of j and jŒ. The braid in (T3) gives rise
to a braid of distinguished triangles that is cogenerated by −gœ p jŒ or,
equivalently, generated by S−1(jœ p gŒ). Here S−1(jœ p gŒ)=0 since jœ=
SfŒ p gœ. This implies that the central term in the braid splits as UKZ.
Application of (T3) gives a distinguished triangle
Y|Qa UKZ|Qb V|Ł−gœ p jŒ SY.
Inspecting the relevant braid, we see that a=(f¯Œ, g) and b=(j, h¯Œ).
However, we cannot always replace f¯Œ and h¯Œ by fŒ and hŒ and still have a
distinguished triangle.
This leaves open the possibility that the triangles displayed in Lemma 3.6
are distinguished for some choices of j and jŒ. It was stated without proof
in [2, 1.1.13] that j and jŒ can be so chosen in the main examples, and we
shall explain why that is true in Section 5. It was suggested in [2, 1.1.13]
that this conclusion should be incorporated in Verdier’s axiom if the
conclusion were needed in applications. This course was taken in [10], and
we believe it to be a sensible one. However, rather than try to change
established terminology, we offer the following modified definition.
Definition 3.8. A triangulation of C is strong if the maps j and jŒ
asserted to exist in (T3) can be so chosen that the two exact triangles
displayed in Lemma 3.6 are distinguished.
Remark 3.9. Neeman has given an alternative definition of a trian-
gulated category that is closely related to our notion of a strong trian-
gulated category; compare [12, 1.8; 13, Sect. 1.4]. It is based on the
existence of particularly good choices of the map k in (TR3).
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4. THE COMPATIBILITY AXIOMS
In the rest of the paper, we return to our standing hypothesis that C is a
closed symmetric monoidal category with a ‘‘compatible’’ triangulation. In
this section, we state and explain the compatibility axioms. Let Sn=SnS
for any integer n, where Sn is the n-fold iterate of S if n is positive or the
(−n)-fold interate of S−1 if n is negative. Of course, S−n is isomorphic to
DSn [11, 2.9].
Definition 4.1. The triangulation on C is compatible with its closed
symmetric monoidal structure if axioms (TC1)–(TC5) are satisfied.
Axiom (TC1). There is a natural isomorphism a: XNS1 0 SX such
that the composite
S2=SS1 |Qa−1 S1NS1 |Qc S1NS1 |Qa SS1=S2
is multiplication by −1.
Axiom (TC2). For a distinguished triangle X|Qf Y|Qg Z|Qh SX
and an objectW, each of the following triangles is distinguished.
XNW|ŁfN id YNW|ŁgN id ZNW|ŁhN id S(XNW)
WNX|ŁidNf WNY|ŁidNg WNZ|ŁidNh S(WNX)
F(W, X)|ŁF(id, f) F(W, Y)|ŁF(id, g) F(W, Z)|ŁF(id, h) SF(W, X)
S−1F(X, W)|Ł−F(h, id) F(Z, W)|ŁF(g, id) F(Y, W)|ŁF(f, id) F(X, W).
Remark 4.2. In (TC2) and in later axioms, we implicitly use isomor-
phisms such as
(SX)NY 5 S(XNY) 5XN (SY)
and F(S−1X, Y) 5 SF(X, Y) 5 F(X, SY)
that are implied by (TC1). We often write SDX where the canonically
isomorphic object D(S−1X) might seem more natural. We can deduce from
(TC1) that e: D(S−1X)NS−1X0 S agrees with e: DXNX0 S under the
canonical isomorphism of sources, and similarly for g when X is dualizable.
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The first triangle displayed in (TC2) is isomorphic to the second, by appli-
cation of c to all terms, so that the second one is redundant.
Remark 4.3. Our (TC1) and (TC2) are equivalent to the compatibility
conditions specified by Hovey et al. [6, A.2]. Indeed, using associativity
isomorphisms implicitly, we have the composite natural isomorphism
(SX)NY|Ła −1N id XNS1NY|ŁidN c XNYNS1 |Qa S(XNY).
Calling this map eX, Y, we see that the conditions prescribed in [6, A.2] are
satisfied. Conversely, isomorphisms eX, Y as prescribed there are determined
by the eS, Y via the diagram on [6, p. 105], and the eS, Y determine and are
determined by the maps
aY: YNS1 |Qc S1NYŁeS, Y S(SNY) 5 SY.
These maps give a natural isomorphism a that satisfies (TC1) and (TC2).
The need for the axioms (TC1) and (TC2) is clear, and we view them as
analogues of the elementary axioms (T1) and (T2) for a triangulated
category. The new axioms (TC3)–(TC5) encode information about the
N -product of distinguished triangles that holds in the examples but is not
implied by (TC1) and (TC2). The reader may recoil in horror at first sight
of the diagram in the following axiom but, as we shall explain shortly, it is
really quite natural.
Axiom (TC3) (The Braid Axiom for Products of Triangles). Suppose
given distinguished triangles
X|Qf Y|Qg Z|Qh SX
and
XŒ|QfŒ YŒ|QgŒ ZŒ|QhŒ SXŒ.
Then there are distinguished triangles
YNXŒ|Qp1 V|Qj1 XNZŒ|ŁfNhŒ S(YNXŒ)
S−1(ZNZŒ)|Qp2 V|Qj2 YNYŒ|Ł−gNgŒ ZNZŒ
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XNYŒ|Qp3 V|Qj3 ZNXŒ|ŁhNfŒ S(XNYŒ)
such that the following diagram commutes.
There are several ways to understand (TC3). In concrete terms, one can
pretend that X and XŒ are subobjects of Y and YŒ with quotient objects Z
and ZŒ and that V is the pushout
V=(YNXŒ) 2XNXŒ (XNYŒ).(4.4)
Then the map j2: V0 YNYŒ corresponds to the evident inclusion, while
j1: V0XNZŒ and j3: V0 ZNXŒ correspond to the maps obtained by
quotienting out YNXŒ and XNYŒ. The diagram then corresponds to a
folklore diagram in classical algebraic topology. Starting from this idea, we
shall explain how to use standard cofiber sequences to verify the axiom in
Section 6.
In axiomatic terms, it is more instructive to explain (TC3) in terms of
Verdier’s axiom. Consider the canonical 3×3 diagram
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XNXŒ |||ŁfN id YNXŒ |||ŁgN id ZNXŒ |||ŁhN id S(XNXŒ)
idNfŒ‡ ‡idNfŒ ‡idNfŒ ‡S(idNfŒ)
XNYŒ |||ŁfN id YNYŒ |||ŁgN id ZNYŒ |||ŁhN id S(XNYŒ)
idNgŒ‡ ‡idNgŒ ‡idNgŒ ‡S(idNgŒ)
XNZŒ |||ŁfN id YNZŒ |||ŁgN id ZNZŒ |||ŁhN id S(XNZŒ)
idNhŒ‡ ‡idNhŒ ‡idNhŒ ‡−S(idNhŒ)
S(XNXŒ)||ŁS(fN id) S(YNXŒ)||ŁS(gN id) S(ZNXŒ)||Ł−S(hN id) S2(XNXŒ).
(4.5)
All squares except the bottom right one commute, and that square commutes
up to the sign −1. To see this, observe that we have implicitly used the identifi-
cation
(SX)NZŒ 5 (XNS1)NZŒ 5 (XNZŒ)NS1 5 S(XNZŒ).
It is the anticommutativity of this square that forces the sign in the
diagram of (TC3). By (TC2) and (T2), the rows and columns are distin-
guished. The signs are inserted in the bottom right square to ensure this.
Each square gives two composites to which Verdier’s axiom can be applied.
The diagram in (TC3) arranges in a single picture parts of braids gener-
ated by desuspending the composites
(gN id) p (idNgŒ)=gNgŒ=(idNgŒ) p (gN id)
(idNhŒ) p (fN id)=fNhŒ=(fN id) p (idNhŒ)
(idNfŒ) p (hN id)=hNfŒ=(h N id) p (idNfŒ).
By expanding the relevant diagrams (T3) slightly, we see that pairs of these
six composites appear in each of three distinct Verdier braids. To avoid
expanding an already complicated diagram, we have omitted from the
diagram in (TC3) the generating and cogenerating triangles from the three
relevant braids as displayed in (T3), thus including only those subdiagrams
from (T3) that involve at least one dotted arrow.
The point of (TC3) is that the cited three braids are duplicative. If we
start with a given distinguished triangle (p2, j2, −gNgŒ), then applications
of Verdier’s axiom to the two composite descriptions of the desuspension
of gNgŒ construct distinguished triangles (p1, j1, fNhŒ) and (p3, j3, hNfŒ).
On the other hand, application of Verdier’s axiom to the desuspension of
the composite (fN id) p (−idNhŒ) constructs (p3, j3, hNfŒ) from (p1, j1,
fNhŒ). The axiom (TC3) says that we can use the same maps in these
a priori different ways of generating braids with the same objects. This
discussion leads to the following addendum. Compare Definition 3.8.
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Lemma 4.6. In the diagram of Axiom TC3, the six squares that have V
as a vertex are pushpull squares.
Proof. Three of the squares have side arrows (p1, p2), (p1, p3), (p2, p3)
with target V, three have side arrows (j1, j2), (j1, j3), (j2, j3) with source V.
These squares pair up as the central squares in the three braids cited in the
paragraph above, and the conclusion is immediate from Lemma 3.6. L
Applying (TC3) to the distinguished triangles (−S−1h, f, g) and (−S−1hŒ,
fŒ, gŒ), we obtain the following equivalent form of that axiom.
Lemma 4.7 (TC3Œ). For the distinguished triangles (f, g, h) and (fŒ, gŒ, hŒ)
displayed in (TC3), there are distinguished triangles
XNZŒ|Qk1 W|Qq1 ZNYŒŁhNgŒ S(XNZŒ)
YNYŒ|Qk2 W|Qq2 S(XNXŒ)||Ł−S(fNfŒ) S(YNYŒ)
ZNXŒ|Qk3 W|Qq3 YNZŒŁgNhŒ S(ZNXŒ)
such that the following diagram commutes.
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For intuition, pretending that we have inclusions of X in Y and XŒ in YŒ
with quotient objects Z and ZŒ, we can think ofW as the quotient object
W=(YNYŒ)/(XNXŒ),(4.8)
with k2 being the quotient map and k1 and k3 being the inclusions of
XNZŒ 5 (XNYŒ)/(XNXŒ) and ZNXŒ 5 (YNXŒ)/(XNXŒ).
Lemma 4.9. In the diagram of Axiom TC3Œ, the six squares that have W
as a vertex are pushpull squares.
The following obvious remark is quite useful.
Remark 4.10. We can reverse the order of our given triangles (f, g, h)
and (fŒ, gŒ, hŒ) and apply (TC3) and (TC3Œ). We agree to write V¯, W¯, and
similarly for maps in such resulting diagrams. By (TR3), we can obtain
equivalences c: V0 V¯ and c: W0 W¯ such that p¯2 p c=c p p2, j¯2c=cj2,
k¯2 p c=c p k2, and q¯2c=cq2. We can then redefine the remaining maps r¯
(r¯=p¯i, j¯i, k¯i, q¯i, i=1 and 3) by taking r¯=c p r p c−1. It follows from the
axioms that the new diagrams still satisfy the properties specified in (TC3)
and (TC3Œ) for the interchanged triangles. We say that the new diagrams
are involutions of the original diagrams for (f, g, h) and (fŒ, gŒ, hŒ).
The heart of our work concerns the interplay between (TC3) and (TC3Œ);
we retain their notations.
Axiom (TC4) (The Additivity Axiom). The maps ji and ki can be so
chosen that the following diagram is a pushpull square.
V ||||Łj2 YNYŒ
(j1, j3)‡ ‡k2
(XNZŒ)K (ZNXŒ)|Ł
(k1, k3)
W
In particular, k2 p j2=k1 p j1+k3 p j3.
We will show how to use (4.4) and (4.8) to derive this axiom in
Section 6. In fact, we will see that, in practice, the square comes from a
distinguished triangle; compare Remark 3.7 and Definition 3.8. This
suggests the following strengthened alternative to the concept of compati-
bility that we are in the process of defining.
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Definition 4.11. A strong triangulation of C is strongly compatible
with its symmetric monoidal structure if the maps of (TC3) and (TC3Œ) can
be so chosen that the pushpull squares of Lemmas 4.4 and 4.6 and of (TC4)
all arise from distinguished triangles.
To see the plausibility of (TC4), observe that there is yet another Verdier
braid in sight, coming from the relation
(j1, j3) p p2=(S−1hN id, S−1 idNhŒ).
We have a given distinguished triangle
S−1(ZNZŒ)|Qp2 V|Qj2 YNYŒ|Ł−gNgŒ ZNZŒ.
If the triangulation is strong, we also have distinguished triangles
V|Ł(j1, j3) (XNZŒ)K (ZNXŒ)||Ł(idNhŒ, hN id) S(XNXŒ)|||ŁS(p3 p (idNfŒ)) SV
S−1(ZNZŒ)|||||Ł(S −1hN id, S −1idNhŒ) (XNZŒ)K (ZNXŒ)|Ł(k1, k3) W|Ł(gN id) q3 ZNZŒ.
Taking these three triangles as input in Verdier’s axiom and noting that
Sj2 p S(p3 p (idNfŒ))=−S(fNfŒ),
(TC4) states that the maps asserted to exist by Verdier’s axiom can be
taken to be the maps k2 and q2 of the given distinguished triangle
YNYŒ|Qk2 W|Qq2 S(XNXŒ)|||Ł−S(fNfŒ) S(YNYŒ).
Finally, we need an axiom that relates duality to N -products of distin-
guished triangles. Keeping the original distinguished triangle (f, g, h), we
specialize the distinguished triangle (fŒ, gŒ, hŒ) to
DZ|QDg DY|QDf DX||ŁD(S −1h) SDZ.
We can construct diagrams as in (TC3) and (TC3Œ) for both this pair of
distinguished triangles and for the same pair of distinguished triangles in
the reverse order. We adopt the notations of Remark 4.10 for the relevant
objects and maps. Observe that we have a natural map r: X0 DDX and a
natural composite
t: XNDX|ŁrN id DDXNDX|QN D(DXNX),(4.12)
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both of which are isomorphisms when X is dualizable. We have the
following pleasant observation. The duals of the diagrams in (TC3) and
(TC3Œ), if flipped over (or read from bottom to top), give further diagrams
of the same shape. This is not an accident.
Lemma 4.13. Let X, Y, and therefore Z be dualizable. Then, using
isomorphisms t, the dual of a diagram as in (TC3) for the triangles (f, g, h)
and (Dg, Df, DS−1h) is a diagram as in (TC3Œ) for the same triangles in the
reverse order.
That is, taking W¯=DV with V as in (TC3) and taking
(k¯1, k¯2, k¯3)=(Dj3, Dj2, Dj1) and (q¯1, q¯2, q¯3)=(Dp3, Dp2, Dp1),
we obtain a diagram as in (TC3Œ) for (Dg, Df, DS−1h) and (f, g, h). We
can now formulate our last compatibility axiom. Despite considerable
effort, I have not been able to deduce it from the others. Recall Remark 4.10.
Axiom (TC5) (The Braid Duality Axiom). There is a diagram as in
(TC3Œ) for the triangles (Dg, Df, DS−1h) and (f, g, h) which satisfies the
following properties.
(a) There is a map e¯: W¯0 S such that the following diagram
commutes.
(DZNZ)K (DXNX)Ł(k¯1, k¯3) W¯˜k¯2 DYNY
‡e¯
(e, e)
S
e
(b) If X, Y, and Z are dualizable, then the chosen diagram as in
(TC3Œ) is isomorphic to the dual of a diagram as in (TC3) for the triangles
(f, g, h) and (Dg, Df, DS−1h) and satisfies the additivity axiom (TC4)
with respect to an involution of the latter (TC3) type diagram.
Here (b) ensures that the dual of (a) also holds. A diagram chase
[8, III.1.4] shows that the coevaluation map g: S0XNDX of a dualiz-
able object X is
De: S 5 DSQ D(DXNX) 5XNDX.
Therefore, via isomorphisms r and t, the dual of the commutative diagram
in (a) gives the commutative diagram in the following result.
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Lemma 4.14 (TC5aŒ). With the diagram (TC3) for (f, g, h) and
(Dg, Df, DS−1h) taken as in (TC5b), there is a map g¯: S0 V such that the
following diagram commutes.
(g, g)
S
g‡g¯
(ZNDZ)K (XNDX)˜(j3, j1) V Łj2 YNDY
This reduces the proof of Theorem 0.1 to quotation of the axioms.
Proof of Theorem 0.1. We are assuming Axioms (TC1)–(TC5), and we
have the followingcommutativediagram.Thedesired formulaq(Y)=q(X)+
q(Z) follows by traversing its outer edge.
Here the top and bottom pairs of triangles are given by (TC5a) and
(TC5aŒ), the trapezoids involving maps c are given by (TC5b) and Remark
4.10, and the remaining trapezoid is given by (TC5b) and (TC4). L
5. HOW TO PROVE VERDIER’S AXIOM
To prepare for the proofs of the compatibility axioms, we first recall the
standard procedure for proving Verdier’s axiom (T3).
We assume that our given category C is the ‘‘derived category’’ or
‘‘homotopy category’’ obtained from some Quillen model category B. One
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can give general formal proofs of our axioms that apply to the homo-
topy categories associated to ‘‘simplicial’’, ‘‘topological’’, or ‘‘homological’’
model categories that are enriched over based simplicial sets, based spaces,
or chain complexes, respectively. We shall be informal, but we shall give
arguments in forms that should make it apparent that they apply equally
well to any of these contexts. An essential point is to be careful about the
passage from arguments in the point-set level model category B, which is
complete and cocomplete, to conclusions in its homotopy category C,
which generally does not have limits and colimits.
We assume that B is tensored and cotensored over the category in which
it is enriched. We then have canonical cylinders, cones, and suspensions,
together with their Eckmann–Hilton duals. The duals of cylinders are
usually called ‘‘path objects’’ in the model theoretic literature (although in
based contexts that term might more sensibly be reserved for the duals of
cones). When we speak of homotopies, we are thinking in terms of the
canonical cylinder X é I or path object YI, and we need not concern our-
selves with left versus right homotopies in view of the adjunction
B(X é I, Y) 5B(X, YI).
Hovey [5] gives an exposition of much of the relevant background
material on simplicial model categories. Discussions of topological model
categories appear in [4, 9]. Homological model categories appear implicitly
in [5; 7, III, Sect. 1]. Of course, we must assume that the functor S on B
induces a self-equivalence of C. This is enough for the verification of most
of the axioms but, to verify parts of (TC2) and (TC5), we assume more
precisely that the adjunction between S: B0B and its right adjoint W is a
Quillen equivalence of model categories. (See, e.g., [5, 1.3.3] for a discus-
sion of this notion.)
The distinguished triangles in C are the triangles that are isomorphic in
C to a canonical distinguished triangle of the form
X|Qf YŁi(f) CfŁp(f) SX(5.1)
in B. Here Cf=Y 2f CX, where CX is the cone on X, and i(f) and
p(f) are the evident canonical maps. Then (T1) is clear and (T2) is a
standard argument with cofiber sequences. One uses formal comparison
arguments (as in [17, II.1.3.2]) to reduce the verification of (T3) in C to
consideration of canonical cofiber sequences in B. In B, one writes down
the following version of the braid in (T3).
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(5.2)
Here h=g p f, j and jŒ are evident canonical induced maps, jœ=Si(f) p
p(g), and the diagram commutes in B. One proves (T3) by writing down
explicit inverse homotopy equivalences
t: Cg0 Cj and n: Cj0 Cg
such that jŒ=n p i(j) and jœ=p(j) p t. Details of the algebraic argument
are in [17, pp. 75–77], and the analogous topological argument is an illu-
minating exercise.
We could go on to use these Verdier braids to prove (TC3) and (TC4),
but there are simpler proofs that give more information. To see this, we
need a reformulation of the original triangulation.
Assuming, as can be arranged by cofibrant approximation, that f is a
cofibration between cofibrant objects, the quotient Y/X is cofibrant. Let
Mf be the mapping cylinder of f. Passage to pushouts from the evident
commutative diagram
f˜ XŁMf
˙ ˙ ‡ 4
f˜ X|Ł
f
Y
gives a quotient map q(f): Cf0 Y/X. By [5, 5.2.6], we have the follow-
ing standard result. It is central to our way of thinking about triangulated
categories.
Lemma 5.3. Let f: X0 Y be a cofibration between cofibrant objects.
Then the quotient map q(f): Cf0 Y/X is a weak equivalence.
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Now define
d(f): Y/X0 SX
to be the map in C represented by the formal ‘‘connecting map’’
Y/X˜q(f) CfŁp(f) SX(5.4)
in B. Observe that (5.4) gives a functor from cofibrations in B to diagrams
in B. The composite q(f) p i(f): Y0 Y/X is the evident quotient map,
which we denote by p(f). Therefore, when we pass to C, our canonical
distinguished triangle (5.1) is isomorphic to the triangle represented by the
diagram
X|Qf YŁp(f) Y/XŁd(f) SX(5.5)
in B, and our triangulation consists of all triangles in C that are iso-
morphic to one of this alternative canonical form. This reformulation has
distinct advantages.
Returning to Verdier’s axiom, we can replace the given maps f, g, and
thus h=g p f by cofibrations between cofibrant objects, and then the
quotient objects Y/X, Z/X and Z/Y are cofibrant. The point of Verdier’s
axiom now reduces to just the observation that Z/Y is canonically
isomorphic in B to (Z/X)/(Y/X). Using our new canonical cofibrations
(5.5) starting from f, g, h, and the cofibration j: Y/X0 Z/X, we obtain
the following braid.
Expanding the arrows d as in (5.4), we find that this braid in C is repre-
sented by an actual commutative diagram in B, but of course with some
wrong way arrows. With this proof of Verdier’s axiom, there is no need
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to introduce the explicit homotopies t and n of our first proof. Modulo
equivalences, the two central braids in (5.7) are as follows. Here and later,
we generally write C(Y, X) instead of Cf for a given cofibration f: X0 Y.
Y |Ł Z
‡ ‡
Y/XŁ Z/X
C(Z, X) Ł C(Z, Y)
‡ ‡
SX|||Ł SY
These are both pushouts in which the horizontal arrows are cofibrations
and all objects are cofibrant. By the following lemma, this implies that, in
C, these two squares give pushpull diagrams that arise from distinguished
triangles. We conclude that C is strongly triangulated in the sense of
Definition 3.8.
Lemma 5.7. Suppose given a pushout diagram in B,
XŁf Y
g‡ ‡j
Z Łk W,
in which f and therefore k are cofibrations and all objects are cofibrant. Then
there is a distinguished triangle
X|Ł(−f, g) YKZŁ(j, k) W|Q SX
in C. Thus the original square gives rise to a pushpull square in C.
Proof. Standard topological arguments work model theoretically to
give a weak pushout (double mapping cylinder) M(f, g) in B which fits
into a canonical triangle
XKY|Ł(jŒ, kŒ) M(f, g)|Qp SX|Qd SXKSY
as in (5.5). It is easy to check that d=(f, −g) in C and that there is a weak
equivalenceM(f, g)0W under YKZ in B. The conclusion follows. L
6. HOW TO PROVE THE BRAID AND ADDITIVITY AXIOMS
We now consider axioms (TC1)–(TC4). Here, in addition to the assump-
tions of the previous section, we assume that the closed symmetric monoidal
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structure on the homotopy category C is induced from a closed symmetric
monoidal structure on B. There are model theoretic axioms, specified in
[5, 15], that codify the relationship between products N and cofibrations
in reasonable monoidal model categories, and we assume that such stan-
dard properties hold in B. They are known to hold in the usual examples.
The most important axiom, which is called the pushout-product axiom in
[15], asserts that, for cofibrations f: X0 Y and fŒ: XŒ0 YŒ, the evident
induced map
V=(XNYŒ) 2XNXŒ (YNXŒ)0 YNYŒ
is a cofibration which is acyclic if either f or g is acyclic. It follows that,
for any object T, the dual induced map
F(YNYŒ, T)0 F(V, T) 5 F(XNYŒ, T)×F(XNXŒ, T) F(YNXŒ, T)
is a fibration. Some equivalent conditions are given in [5, 4.2.2].
The verification of (TC1) is trivial, and the verification of (TC2) is stan-
dard; see Hovey [5, 6.41., 6.6.3]. For the cofiber sequences of (TC2) that
involve N , one uses the triangulation by cofibrations. For the cofiber
sequences of (TC2) that involve the internal hom functor F, one verifies
that the negative of the triangulation by cofiber sequences is the triangula-
tion given by fiber sequences in B, which are Eckmann–Hilton dual to
cofiber sequences and whose development is word-for-word dual to that
described in Section 5. For a given map f with fiber Ff and cofiber Cf,
there is a map g: Ff0 WCf that is suitably related to the unit and counit
of the (S, W) adjunction. This can be used in a direct verification of (TC2),
as in [8, III, Sect. 2]; see also [4, II.6.4]. The argument in the homological
context is easier.
We consider the new axiom (TC3). We may assume without loss of gen-
erality that the given distinguished triangles are of the form (5.5). We write
them as
X|Qf Y|Qg Z|Qh SX and XŒ|QfŒ YŒ|QgŒ ZŒ|QhŒ SXŒ.
Thus all objects are cofibrant, f and fŒ are cofibrations, Z=Y/X and
ZŒ=YŒ/XŒ, g and gŒ are quotient maps, and h and hŒ are connecting maps
d. We are thinking of these as diagrams in B, the arrows h and hŒ being
shorthand for pairs of arrows as displayed in (5.4).
As in (4.4) and (4.8), we set
V=(YNXŒ) 2XNXŒ (XNYŒ) and W=(YNYŒ)/(XNXŒ).
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We have many canonical isomorphisms of quotients, such as
XNZŒ 5 (XNYŒ)/(XNXŒ),
XNC(YŒ, XŒ) 5 C(XNYŒ, XNXŒ),
V/(XNXŒ) 5 (ZNXŒ)K (XNZŒ),
(YNYŒ)/V 5 ZNZŒ.
These are used heavily in verifying the claims that we are about to make.
By the cited axioms for a monoidal model category, or standard verifi-
cations in the usual examples, we have the following canonical triangles as
in (5.5). Thus, in each case, the first map is a cofibration, the second map is
a quotient map, and the third map is a connecting map as in (5.4). Note
that j2 is a cofibration by the pushout-product axiom. The maps p2 and q2
are defined in terms of displayed connecting maps, and the symbol 4
indicates an identification of the class of a given map d in C; each such
identification can be verified by an elementary diagram chase.
YNXŒ|Qp1 V|Qj1 XNZŒ|Łd 4 fNhŒ S(YNXŒ)
V|Qj2 YNYŒ|QgNgŒ ZNZŒ|Łd — Sp2 SV
XNYŒ|Qp3 V|Qj3 ZNXŒ|Łd 4 hNfŒ S(XNYŒ)
XNZŒ|Qk1 W|Qq1 ZNYŒ|Łd 4 hNgŒ S(XNZŒ)
XNXŒ|QfNfŒ YNYŒ|Qk2 W|Łd — q2 S(XNXŒ)
ZNXŒ|Qk3 W|Qq3 YNZŒ|Łd 4 gNhŒ S(ZNXŒ)
Note that there are no signs here. The sign inserted in one of the corre-
sponding distinguished triangles listed in each of (TC3) and (TC3’) is
dictated by (T2). Straightforward diagram chases, using commutative
diagrams in B, show that the diagrams displayed in (TC3) and (TC3Œ)
commute in C. Each of these diagrams has one arrow whose label is given
with a minus sign. Without the sign, the square of which the arrow is one
side would anticommute for the same reason that the bottom right square
of (4.5) anticommutes.
This completes the verification of (TC3) and (TC3Œ). While (TC3Œ) also
follows formally from (TC3), its present proof makes (TC4) obvious.
Indeed, the following square is a pushout in B to which Lemma 5.7 applies.
V ||||Łj2 YNYŒ
(j1, j3)‡ ‡k2
(XNZŒ)K (ZNXŒ) |Ł
(k1, k3)
W
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Reinterpreting the squares of (TC3) and (TC3Œ) in terms of equivalent
Verdier braids, we conclude that the strong form of the axioms (TC3) and
(TC4) specified in Definition 4.11 holds.
7. HOW TO PROVE THE BRAID DUALITY AXIOM
We must still verify (TC5). We retain the assumptions of the previous
two sections. We will use the following elementary observation.
Lemma 7.1. Suppose given a commutative diagram
in B in which the maps f, g, fŒ, and gŒ are cofibrations between cofibrant
objects, the maps p, k2, and q are quotient maps, and the maps k1 and k3 are
induced by gŒ and fŒ. Let e¯: Y/A0 T be the map induced by passage to
quotients from e2. Then e¯ p k1=e1 and e¯ p k3=e3.
As in Section 4, replace (fŒ, gŒ, hŒ) by the distinguished triangle
DZŁDg DYŁDf DX|ŁD(S −1h) SDZ.(7.2)
A priori, this lies in C. As we discuss in more detail shortly, we can repre-
sent it in B by a canonical triangle of the form displayed in (5.5). We can
then define
V=(YNDZ) 2XNDZ (XNDY) and W=(YNDY)/(XNDZ)
as in Section 6, with canonical maps ji, pi, qi, and ki. We can also define
V¯=(DYNX) 2DZNX (DZNY) and W¯=(DYNY)/(DZNX)
with canonical maps j¯i, p¯i, q¯i, and k¯i. The commutativity isomorphism c
for N in B induces isomorphisms c: V0 V¯ and c: W0 W¯ under which
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(7.3)
c p ri p c−1=r¯i for r=j, p, q, k, as in Remark 4.10. Thus, with these
choices, the involution condition of (TC5b) is immediate. We must verify
(TC5a) and the rest of (TC5b). For (TC5a), the idea is to apply Lemma 7.1
to the diagram
The problem is that, a priori, the solid arrow part of the diagram only
commutes in C. We must show that we can arrange representative objects
and maps in B so that the diagram is already defined and commutative
there.
We have internal hom objects F(X, Y) in B. When X is cofibrant and Y
is fibrant, F(X, Y) is fibrant. We need the following small observation.
Remark 7.4. In topological examples, S is fibrant, but in cases where
that is not so we must use a fibrant approximation l: S0 T. Here l is an
acyclic cofibration. Since a pushout of an acyclic cofibration is an acyclic
cofibration, it follows from the pushout-product axiom that we have a
composite of acyclic cofibrations
T 5 SNT|Q (TNS) 2SNS (SNT)|Q TNT.
Since T is fibrant, there is a retraction r: TNT0 T, and r is clearly a weak
equivalence.
For a cofibrant object X, a cofibrant approximation f: DX0 F(X, T)
gives a fibrant and cofibrant representative DX in B for the dual of X in C.
Moreover, the composite
DXNXŁfN id F(X, T)NX|Qe T
in B represents the evaluation map e: DXNX0 S in C.
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(7.5)
We have the cofibration f: X0 Y and the quotient map g: Y0 Z. The
composite
F(Z, T)|ŁF(g, id) F(Y, T)|ŁF(f, id) F(X, T)
is the trivial map, and F(f, id) is a fibration. Choose a cofibrant approx-
imation k: DZ0 F(Z, T) as above and factor F(g, id) p k as the compo-
site of a cofibration Dg: DZ0 DY and an acyclic fibration q: DY0
F(Y, T). Define DX=DY/DZ and let Df: DY0 DX be the quotient
map. Since the composite F(f, id) p q: DY0 F(X, T) is trivial when
restricted to DZ, it factors as f p Df for a map f: DX=DY/DZ0
F(X, T). Clearly q is a cofibrant approximation, and it is implicit in the
verification of (TC2) by use of fiber sequences that f is a weak equivalence
and thus a cofibrant approximation. Setting
D(S−1h)=d: DX0 SDZ,
we have the required canonical triangle (7.2). Moreover, we have the
following commutative diagram in B. It represents the diagram (7.3) in C
and allows us to apply Lemma 7.1 to construct a map e¯: W¯0 T in B that
represents the map e¯ in C that is required to verify (TC5a).
To complete the verification of (TC5b), it remains to show that the
diagram of (TC3Œ) centered around W¯ is isomorphic in C to the dual of the
diagram of (TC3) centered around V. We need a standard observation that
can be verified by comparing cofiber and fiber sequences as in [5, 6.3; or
8, III.2.3].
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Remark 7.6. Let p: E0 B be a fibration in B with fiber i: F0 E, so
that F is the pullback of p along f0 B. We have a fiber sequence in
canonical form
WB|Qd F|Qi E|Qp B.
This is Eckmann–Hilton dual to (5.5). Shifting to the right, it gives rise to a
distinguished triangle
F|Qi E|Qp B|QSd SF(7.7)
in C. We have an explicit comparison of this triangle with the canonical
distinguished triangle
F|Qi E|Q C(i)|Q SF.
In fact, the canonical composite q: Ci0 E/F0 B in B is a weak equiva-
lence that restricts to p on E and makes the following diagram commute in
C:
C(i) ŁSF
q‡ ˙
B Ł
Sd
SF.
We use isomorphisms t: DXNY0 D(XNDY) in C of (4.12) to identify
all entries other than DV and W¯ in our diagrams (TC3Œ) and (TC3), but we
must again distinguish between B and C. We use the duals and cofibrant
approximations in B discussed above. In B, we have a map
r: X0 F(DX, T),
namely the adjoint of the composite
DXNX|ŁtN id F(X, T)NXŁe T.
Using this and the map r: TNT0 T of Remark 7.4, we obtain a map
DZNX|ŁkNr F(Z, T)NF(DX, T)||ŁF(id, r) p N F(ZNDX, T).
We write t for this map and for other similarly defined maps. They are
representatives in B for maps t as in (4.12), hence they are weak equiva-
lences. Observe that this depends on arguments in C that are based on the
assumption that X, Y, and Z are dualizable.
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Let us write DŒ(−) for the functor F(−, T) on B. We define
t: W¯0 DŒ(V) as follows. The composite of the map
(idNg, DfN id): DYNY0 (DYNZ)×DXNZ (DXNY)
and the cofibration DgNf: DZNX0 DYNY is the trivial map, hence
(idNg, DfN id) factors through a map
W¯0 (DYNZ)×DXNZ (DXNY).
The maps t for DYNZ, DXNZ, and DXNY are compatible, hence they
induce a map
(DYNZ)×DXNZ (DXNY)0 DŒ(YNDZ)×DŒ(XNDZ) DŒ(XNDY).
Since the functor DŒ converts pushouts to pullbacks, the target here is
isomorphic to DŒ(V). The composite of the last two maps is the desired
map
t: W¯0 DŒ(V).
Immediate diagram chases from the definitions give that the following
diagrams commute in B.
DZNZ|||Łk¯1 W¯|||Łq¯1 DXNY
t‡ ‡t ‡t
DŒ(ZNDZ)|Ł
DŒ(j3)
DŒ(V)|Ł
DŒ(p3)
DŒ(XNDY)
DXNX|||Łk¯3 W¯ |||Łq¯3 DYNZ
t‡ ‡t ‡t
DŒ(XNDX) |Ł
DŒ(j1)
DŒ(V) |Ł
DŒ(p1)
DŒ(YNDZ)
Now consider the following diagram.
DZNX||||ŁDgNf DYNY |||Łk¯2 W¯|||Łq¯2 SDZNX
t‡ t‡ ‡t ‡St
DŒ(ZNDX) ||Ł
DŒ(gNDf) DŒ(YNDY)|ŁDŒ(j2) DŒ(V)|ŁDŒ(p2) SDŒ(ZNDX)
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The left square clearly commutes in B, and another immediate diagram
chase from the definitions shows that the middle square commutes in B.
We must prove that t: W¯0 DŒ(V) is a weak equivalence and that the right
hand square, which is the only one in sight that involves connecting maps,
commutes in C. This will give that our cofibrant version in B of the
diagram of (TC3Œ) centering around W¯ is essentially a cofibrant approxi-
mation of a fibrant version in B of the dual of the diagram of (TC3)
centering around V.
In the bottom row of the last diagram, DŒ(j2) is a fibration, DŒ(gNDf)
is its fiber, and, by inspection of duality, DŒ(p2) can be identified in C with
a map of the form Sd as in (7.7). Since the left square commutes in B and
its vertical arrows are weak equivalences, there results a weak equivalence
t: C(DgNf)0 CDŒ(gNDf) that fits into a comparison of canonical
distinguished triangles
DZNX ||||ŁDgNf DYNY ||Ł C(DgNf) ||Ł SDZNX
t‡ t‡ ‡t ‡St
DŒ(ZNDX)||Ł
DŒ(gNDf) DŒ(YNDY)Ł CDŒ(gNDf)Ł SDŒ(ZNDX).
Moreover, the following diagram commutes in B, where the bottom arrow
q is as in Remark 7.6:
C(DgNf) ||Łq W¯
t‡ ‡t
CDŒ(gNDf)Łq DŒ(V).
Since both maps q and the left map t are weak equivalences, so is t: W¯0
DŒ(V). Moreover, a diagram chase from the two diagrams above and the
diagram in Remark 7.6 shows that the right hand square in the third
diagram above commutes in C. This completes the proof of (TC5b).
8. THE PROOF OF THE ADDITIVITY THEOREM FOR TRACES
We adopt the methods of the previous section to prove Theorem 1.9. We
retain the assumptions and notations there. The idea is to construct a
commutative diagram as follows in C.
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(8.1)
Traversing the outer edge of (8.1), we read off the additivity relation of
Theorem 1.9. In view of the diagram in the proof of Theorem 0.1 at the
end of Section 4, it remains only to construct dotted arrows that make (8.1)
commute.
We first concentrate on the upper dotted arrow. We are given the solid
arrow portion of the following diagram in C.
X|Łf Y|Łg Z|Łh SX
f‡ ‡k ˆw ‡Sf
X|Ł
fN id Y|ŁgN id Z|ŁhN id SX
As in the previous section, we may take this to be a diagram in B, where f
is a cofibration between cofibrant objects, Z=Y/X, g is the quotient map,
and h is the canonical connecting map of (5.4). We may as well assume
further that X and Y are fibrant, although Z need not be.
Since maps in C between fibrant and cofibrant objects are homotopy
classes of maps, the left square is homotopy commutative. We may apply
the homotopy extension property [14, p. 1.7] to a homotopy k p f 4 f p f
to obtain a homotopy from k to a map kŒ such that kŒ p f=f p f.
Replacing k by kŒ, we may as well assume that the left square commutes. It
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then induces a map w: Z0 Z by passage to quotients. With this choice of
w, the middle square commutes and the right square induces a commuta-
tive diagram in C. Now the solid arrow portion of the following diagram is
easily checked to commute, and Lemma 7.1 applies to give the required
dotted arrow.
In the case of Lefschetz constants of maps, where C=S, this completes the
proof of Theorem 1.9.
Now consider the lower dotted arrow in (8.1). We are given the solid
arrow portion of the following diagram, which we take as above as a
diagram in B:
X ||Łf Y ||Łg Z |||Łh SX
D‡ ‡D ˆD ‡SD
XNC|Ł
fN id YNC|ŁgN id ZNC|ŁhN id S(XNC).
(8.2)
We may as well assume that C is fibrant and cofibrant. However, there is a
slight catch to applying the argument just given to arrange that the left
square commutes on the nose rather than just up to homotopy.
Remark 8.3. The object YNC need not be fibrant, hence p0: (YNC)I 0
YNC need not be a fibration and the model theoretic version of the
homotopy extension property may not apply; see [14, p. 1.6, 1.7]. In topo-
logical situations, all objects are fibrant and the problem disappears.
Moreover, in the applications to natural diagonal maps that I have in
mind, C=Y and D for X is the composite of idNf and the diagonal
X0XNX. In such cases, the left square does commute in B. It seems that
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a fairly elaborate diagram chase using functorial fibrant approximation can
circumvent this problem, but I will leave the details to the interested reader.
Once we have that the left square commutes in (8.2), we can define D on
Z by passage to quotients. Then the solid arrow portion of the following
diagram is easily checked to commute, and Lemma 7.1 applies to give the
required dotted arrow.
9. HOMOLOGY AND COHOMOLOGY THEORIES
When C is the stable homotopy category, one can give a general treat-
ment of the products in homology and cohomology theories that is based
solely on the structure of C as a symmetric monoidal category with a
compatible triangulation. There are four basic products here, two of which
are called ‘‘slant products.’’ A systematic exposition is given by Adams
[1, III, Sect. 9] and followed by Switzer [16, pp. 270–284]. We warn the
reader that the treatment of slant products in the literature is chaotic. No
other two sources seem to give the same signs, and some standard refer-
ences actually confuse the slant product 0 with a product that differs only
by a sign from the slant product /. We run through a version of Adams’
definitions and pinpoint the role played by the new axioms. If we were
starting from scratch, our preferred version of slant products would differ
by signs from those below, but the logical advantage of writing variables in
their most natural order is outweighed by the need for consistency in the
literature. Adams and Switzer make no use of function spectra F(X, Y),
which were only obtainable by use of Brown’s representability theorem at
the time they were writing, and this obscures the formal nature of their
definitions of the products.
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For an object X of C and an integer n, define
pn(X)=C(Sn, X).
When C is the stable homotopy category, pn(X) is the nth homotopy group
of the spectrum X. When C is the derived category of chain complexes over
a commutative ring R, Sn is the trivial chain complex given by R in degree
n and pn(X) is the nth homology group of the chain complex X. Applying
the product N ( é in algebraic settings), we obtain a natural pairing
pm(X) é pn(Y)0 pm+n(XNY).(9.1)
For objects X and E, algebraic topologists define
En(X)=pn(ENX) and En(X)=p−nF(X, E).
Equivalently, En(X) 5 C(X, SnE). The four products referred to above are
N : Dp(X) é Eq(Y)0 (DNE)p+q (XNY),(9.2)
2 : Dp(X) é Eq(Y)0 (DNE)p+q (XNY),(9.3)
/: Dp(XNY) é Eq(Y)0 (DNE)p−q (X),(9.4)
0 : Dp(X) é Eq(XNY)0 (DNE)q−p (Y).(9.5)
The naturality of slant products is better seen by rewriting them in adjoint
form
/: Dp(XNY)0Hom(Eq(X), (DNE)p−q (X)),(9.6)
0 : Eq(XNY)0Hom(Dp(X), (DNE)q−p (Y)).(9.7)
The four products are obtained by passing to pg and applying the pairing
(9.1) and functoriality, starting from formally defined canonical maps
DNXNENY0 DNENXNY,(9.8)
F(X, D)NF(Y, E)0 F(XNY, DNE),(9.9)
F(XNY, D)NENY0 F(X, DNE),(9.10)
F(X, D)NENXNY0 DNENY.(9.11)
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Here (9.10) is obtained by permuting E and Y and using the natural
isomorphism
F(XNY, D) 5 F(Y, F(X, D)),
the evaluation map e: F(Y, F(X, D))NY0 F(X, D), and the natural map
n: F(X, D)NE0 F(X, DNE),
while (9.11) is obtained by permuting E and X and using the evaluation
map e: F(X, D)NX0 D.
Of course, when D=E is a monoid in C (ring spectrum in the algebraic
topology setting), we can compose the given external products with maps
induced by the product ENE0 E to obtain internal products. Similarly,
when X=Y has a coproduct X0XNX or product XNX0X, we can
obtain internal products by composition. In topology, we are thinking of
reduced cohomology and the diagonal map A+ 0 (A×A)+ 5 A+NA+ on
spaces A. The internalization of the product 0 is the cap product.
There are many unit, associativity, and commutativity relations relating
the four products, and these are catalogued in [1, 16]. Without exception,
these formulas are direct consequences of our axioms for a symmetric
monoidal category with a compatible triangulation. In particular, Adams
[1, pp. 235–244] and Switzer [16, pp. 276–283] catalogue many formulas
and commutative diagrams that relate the four products to the connecting
homomorphisms in the homology and cohomology of pairs (X, A) and
(Y, B), the crucial point being the correct handling of signs. Modulo
change of notation, they are considering the behavior of smash products
and function spectra with respect to pairs of distinguished triangles in the
stable homotopy category. Our compatibility axioms give what is needed to
make the derivations of these formulas and diagrams formal consequences
of the axioms.
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